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Implementing environmentally sustainable and 
responsible behaviour in mobility programmes and 
in internationalisation in general is a key concept 
in the 2021-2027 programme cycle.

We are all invited and encouraged to lower the 
negative impacts of international mobility on the 
environment, namely, to minimise our ecological 
footprint related to greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions as a consequence of travelling by plane, 
and to  turn digital in all administrative processes 
(Erasmus Without Paper).

Let’s unite our forces to introduce environmental-
friendly practices and to tackle climate changing 
challenges.



Our campus is located in a huge park, in beautiful natural environment. All is green. Let’s take care of it together to 
keep it safe for the long run. You are welcome here and invited to join us in our green efforts to become the greenest 
campus in Hungary.



 Selective garbage collection

 Composting  green waste

 Collection of batteries

 Use of led-lighted lamps where possible

 Use of recycled materials

 Digitalisation in administrative and study
affairs to avoid printing

 Double-sided printing if needed

 Outdoor bicycle-keeping stands

 Filling station for electric bicycles

 Pick-it-yourself actions (volunteer clean-up 
around the buildings)

 Pressing machines for pet plastic bottles

 Collecting plastic bottle caps

 Creating separate waste islands

 Use of solar collectors for heating in some of 
the buildings

 Use of thermal water to provide hot running 
water in the dorms

 Use of energy-saving refrigerators and washing 
machines



Take another means of transport instead
of a plane when coming here (if possible)

Don’t throw away garbage

Always put the garbage and batteries in the
selective cans

Avoid the wasteful use of water and electricity

Take part in volunteer cleaning or flower-
planting actions

Use online tools instead of paper-based in 
studies and everyday life

Avoid using one-time or disposable plastic
things

Use your own cup instead of a disposable
one when buying coffee from a machine

Take a train when travelling to another
town or country from Miskolc

Anything else we haven’t mentioned? 
Your own green ideas and contribution to
Green Erasmus will be appreciated.



https://the-shift.org/carbon-
footprint-calculator/

https://the-shift.org/carbon-footprint-calculator/


This leaflet was made with the co-financing of the EU’s Erasmus+ programme.


